ANSWER-KEY
SUBJECT: - ENGLISH
PAPER-CODE:-1/1
SET-1
SECTION-A [Reading]
Q.1
Answer:(a) It is believed that the plants bring the rain.
(b) It tells them when to sow and when to harvest.
(c) It brings mud and sickness with it.
(d) The crops need the sun and heat to ripen.
(e) The elders want us to understand the rain in the Naga hills because of various reasons. eg. Rain is
the source of their bread and butter, if they understand the rain pattern they will be able to sow on
time and harvest accordingly for better gains. Also understanding the rains helps them to prepare
in advance for its arrival. Hence they recommend us to understand it.
(f) “Durga Puja” mainly means the end of rainy season in the Naga Hills, however there might be mild
showers after it as well.
(g) “Sezuo” is the term used for rains which generally last for a week, it’s when clothes don’t dry,
fungus forms on the floor and you cannot see the moon and the stars in the sky.
(h) More than half of the population of the Naga Hills depend on agriculture for their livelihood.
(i) It is different from those of the city because they are more appreciative to the rains unlike the city
people.
(j) It becomes a memory in the mind of the Naga people when the rains have ended and leaves the
ground dry and hard.
(k) (i) blossoming
(ii) Continuous
Q.2
Answer:(a) Cycling on a stationary bike.
(b) The brain is strengthened by multiplying them.
(c) By exercising you develop your brain to a better level, it also helps and acts like a antidepressants
and psychotherapy, it increases our problem-solving ability, concentration level, memory, fluid
thinking, relieves anxiety, increases stress resistance, elevates your mood and much more.
(d) Ravi does “Ride, Work, Ride” because it is scientifically proven that our brain responds better and
reasons better in anything after a certain amount of exercise.
(e) Neurotransmitters work as messengers between your brain cells.
(f) Cycling according to the passage has multiple benefits like exercises your muscles, creates rich
capillary beds throughout the body, betters our communicating skills and expedites it.
(g) Exercise is important for adults because it acts as a major factor in sharpening memory skills,
concentration levels, fluid thinking and greater problem-solving abilities.
(h) Exercising is a stress initially when you start your routine of exercising and when you exert
yourself which is not regular for you.
(i) fertilizer
(ii) Sedentary
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Q.3
Answer:(a)

“SWACHH BHARAT MISSION”
OR
“WASTE MANAGEMENT”
OR
“WASTE TO HEALTH”

NOTES
1. Health dependently
1.1 Clean city
1.2 Personal hygiene
1.3 Nut.
2. Waste management
2.1 Swachh Bharat Miss.
2.2 Stops with brooms and dustbins
2.3 Collection and transportation of waste
3. Problems
3.1 Slide tracked to “waste for” energy
3.2 Solid waste
3.2.1 pro. as methane.
3.3 Cities with dry waste
4. City compost
4.1 Farmyard manure
4.2 Organic manure.
4.3 New pla. in the field.
Key to Abbreviations
1. Nut. ------ Nutrition
2. Miss. ----- Mission
3. Pro. ------ Produce
4. Pla. -------Player
(b) Cleanliness and being unhygienic is a contrastable thing, however it is very important to be the
vice versa of it. Diseases spread like wild fire because of lack of education. “ Swacch Bharat Abhiyan”
run by our government has brought us closer towards being neat and tidy. However because of lack
of knowledge it suffers, biodegradable waste can be sorted into wet and dry which can be further
used as manure and fortile the soil. This will also lead to recycling of waste which is a step toward
cleanliness and being hygienic.
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SECTION-B [Writing]
Q.4
Answer:-

Formal Invitation
Sender’s Address
Date
Salutation,
It is a matter of great pride that our grandparents are having golden anniversary on _________.
To congratulate them I am organizing a dinner party. All the family members are cordially
invited to attend a dinner at home.
Subscription
OR
FOR SALE
Details of the Flat
Contact no.
Email

Q.5
Answer:-

Sender’s Address
Date
Receiver’s Address.
Subject:
Salutation
Body൝

݊݅ݐܿݑ݀ݎݐ݊ܫ
 ݏ݈݅ܽݐ݁ܦ
݊݅ݏݑ݈ܿ݊ܥ

Subscription.
OR
Sender’s Address
Date
Receiver’s Address.
Subject:
Salutation
Body൝

݊݅ݐܿݑ݀ݎݐ݊ܫ
 ݏ݈݅ܽݐ݁ܦ
݊݅ݏݑ݈ܿ݊ܥ

Complimentary close.
Bio- data
Name
Home address
Mobile
E-mail
Educational qualifications
Extra qualifications
Experience
Age
Personal Details
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Hobbies
References.
Q.6
Answer:-

Article.
Title/ Heading
By line:__________
Introductory paragraph
__ facts related to the theme.
Middle/Informative Para.
__analysis of the topic
__aspects of the theme
Conclusion
__writer’s viewpoint
__suggestions
OR
Speech
Title/ Heading(optional)
Formal address
Introduction
Establishing the context and expression
__carries forward the thought
Adverse effects and value
__crux of the matter
__personal reflection of the speaker
Conclusion
__View
__appeal
__request to the audience

Q.7
Answer:-

Debate
Formal address
__to chief guest and audience
Against / Favours of the motion
__self introduction
__conveys to the listeners about his motion
Arguments against / favour of the topic
__elaborate thoughts
Conclusion
__short and opt statement
Formal Thanks.
OR

Report
Title/ Heading
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By line:
Date / place.
Introduction
Main body-------Details of the event organized.
Conclusion.

SECTION-C [Literature]
Q.8
Answer:-

Q.9
Answer:-

[a] Poem – A thing of beauty
Poet – John Keats
[b] Clear rills make a cooling shelter for us.
[c] Mid forest brake become rich with the sprinkling of fair musk-rose blooms.
[d] Cooling covert- alliteration
OR
[a] Poem – An elementary school classroom in a slum
Poet- Stephen Splendor
[b] Slag heap is hunger stricken bodies of the children, which look just like the heap of garbage.
[c] Future of free world awaits for these children when they can live freely and shine like Sun.
[d] Simile – like bottle bits on stone.
[a] The poet’s smile show her effort to cover up the hidden fear and pain in her heart. It is a
smile put on deliberately to hide her tiger.
[b] Two distinct worlds, one of the family caught in a web of poverty, burdened by the stigma
of caste in which they are born; the other a vicious circle of the sahukars the middlemen, the
policemen the keepers of the law, the bureaucrats and the politicians.
[c] It was the first civil disobedience movement from Gandhi side. Though it began as an
ordinary attempt to free the poor peasants from injustice and explanation, it was important
because it wiped out the mortal fear of the Britishers from the hearts of the simple farmers.
[d] Small semi-inflated rubber ring played the significant role in Evans’ escape. The ring
contained pig blood, which Evans impersonating as the injured Mc Leery, would splatter on his
head and escape from prison.
[e] She claims that she has heard many things about Mr. Lamb and some have also warned her
against him.
[f]To complete the tally of 100 tigers. Tiger king decided to get married as the tiger population
was no more in Pratibandapuram.

Q.10
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Answer:-

Q.11
Answer:-

Q.12
Answer:-

Q.13

Janise’s feet are grounded in reality while Sophie is a daydreamer Janise is practical in thinking
whereas Sophie dreams that she will become successful actress, fashion designers, store
manager or even an owner of a boutique.
OR
Douglas appointed an instructor to learn swimming. Instructor made him learn swimming by
making his cross a pool suspended by a rope attached to a pulley. Then he taught Douglas to
breathe the while swimming, and finally the leg movements and other strokes.

As he (Jack) could not help his Clare in painting the woodwork. Jack would not convince his
daughter that the ending of the story was proper and acceptable.
OR
Zitkala-Sa was terrified by the thought of having her hair out. She was oppressed as her first
day in school was “bitter-cold”. She overcame it by deciding that she would not go down
without a fight.

Silas Marner was a solitary weaver who was about thirty-nine years old living in English
countryside of Raveloe for fifteen years. He was framed for theft in his old town and instead of
proclaiming his innocence he left it to God to clear his name.
OR
Dr. Kemp was having scientific temperament. He does not become hysterical or start thinking
like local people in witchcraft Dr. Kemp was very attentively listening to Griffin but he was
considering their to be a false deed and therefore he decided to hand Griffin to the police.

Godfrey was considered decent, serious and potentially prosperous young man. Dunstan was a
sneering and unpleasant young man. Dunstan is direct contrast to Godfrey while Godfrey is
weak and thinks beyond his material comfort.
OR
Griffin had no conscience; he was callous towards other people and simply self-centred. All his
actions stemmed from his desire to save himself, with not a thought about the pain he inflicted
on others. He terrorizes everyone whosoever comes in front of him. He kills an old man with a
rod because he bumped into him.
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